
>> a little more care when doing prescriptions as the wrong .item is regularly 

selected for me which is very frustrating << 

--- 

>> Teach your receptionists to smile and make eye contact with each and every 

patient as they arrive. Patients are nervous and anxious and being treated with the 

sulky disdain of your staff can hardly help ! << 

--- 

>> A water dispensing machine would be appreciated << 

--- 

>> Additional services to be better advertised - I did not know about all of them. << 

--- 

>> As an NHS worker I understand the enormity of trying to improve/update 

services. Considering the population of our area, I think the practice provides a good 

service. Appointments will always be a bugbear. << 

--- 

>> Compared to what is sometimes in the media this is an excellent practice. << 

--- 

>> Current Doctor has apparently left the practice but we have not been informed. 

Will now be on fifth Doctor since joining the practice 13 years ago. All of them have 

been really very good Doctors but would have preferred some continuity. << 

--- 

>> Difficulty parking << 

--- 

>> Doctors at West End are very friendly and helpful. Had a bad experience with one 

at Chobham. << 

--- 

>> Dr Barker is our Dr she is brilliant << 

--- 

>> Dr Barker is the best doctor i have had. She takes the timeto listen and have been 

given very good avice and been refered on quickly to the hospital. << 

--- 

>> Ensure that when you are booked to 'the other surgery' the patient is well aware 

of that fact. << 

--- 

>> Found services and staff excellent. Very co-operative and friendly staff. 

Occasionally had a longer than usual wait. << 

--- 

>> Frustrating to have to ring at 8 a.m. for an appointment. Takes a long time to get 

through. << 

--- 

>> Generally satisfied << 

--- 

>> Glad to see the new parking lines. Much easier to get parked now. << 

--- 

>> Great practice all doctors and staff very helpful and caring but would like to see 

apt waiting time improved. Also difficult patients with acute conditions to have a long 

wait. << 

--- 

>> Happy Cheerful personnel (e.g. Veronica) make visiting practice much more 

pleasant. << 

--- 

>> Has the practise manager thought about training needs for for the support staff 

that are client/patient facing? It doesn't cost anything to be polite either on the phone 

or face to face, some of the receptionists think they are more important than they 

actually are, they need to realise that they are employed to engage with us the 

clients/patients and therefore need to show and display respect at all times regardless 

of how stressed they may feel. << 

--- 
>> I am so grateful to Dr Barker words cannot express how much. << 

--- 



>> I booked my appointment at the surgery at Chobham, wasn't told my 

appointment would be at West End << 

--- 

>> I feel you offer excellent services and great doctors who care and take an interest 

in the patients. << 

--- 

>> I find the staff all very helpful. Just one or two that are quite abrupt. << 

--- 

>> I have always found the reception staff very friendly and helpfull. My wife and I, 

have always found the doctors and support staff second to none. We think we are 

very fortunate to have such a good practice on our doorstep. We have no complaints 

just carry on the good work. << 

--- 

>> I havealways found this surgery satisfactory and have mainly had the 

appointments needed << 

--- 

>> I just need to say that the gentleman doctor Pillai was very good and thorough..! 

when I saw him in Dec 2012 ...as was Doctor Pop when I had to make a few visits to 

the surgery this year..Dr Akin..also a good doctor though I know she has left now... 

<< 

--- 

>> I try not to visit the doctor unless it seems really necessary, taking advice from 

friends, the pharmacist and others first, in order to save the doctor time. In addition I 

attend health checks with Lifeline and BUPA from time to time - again to assist the 

GP. Therefore I do expect a sympathetic and positive hearing from the GP when I see 

them. << 

--- 

>> I would like to say how impressed i have been with Dr Barker, she has been very 

helpful making sure i have been refered and always calls me to come in after a 

hospital appointment to make sure i have been told all the information and i am 

happy with the treatment and advise. Fantastic member of staff. << 

--- 

>> It is generally very difficult to obtain an appointment. This makes the Receptionist 

jobs difficult which is why they may appear unhelpful. Having moved to the area in 

the last five years my experience is that this practice is outdated and behind other 

practices and this is reflected with the appointment system. The Doctors and nurses 

however are marvellous and the care provided is good. It is just too hard to actually 

get to see the doctor. << 

--- 

>> just look around the surgery waiting areas - lots of "no, don't, negative 

messages", comes across as the place being managed for the staff not the patients - 

which is not the experience when to see the medical staff and doctors which is always 

positive. << 

--- 

>> Keep the 2 surgeries as they are now. << 

--- 

>> Lack of felixiblity with appointment and any other request. The practice seems to 

be slow on uptake of new ideas such as offering internet appoitnment, triage system. 

As i understand it other practices in surrey have been offering these services for 

months. << 

--- 

>> Many doctors are always running behind time, Why is this? That's the reason we 

have appointments? << 

--- 

>> Need a service attitude, please have a word at other practices to get ideas / 

perspectives on customer service << 

--- 

>> Not really been to the surgery often but always found it friendly and efficient << 
--- 

>> Nurse Karen is such a good and caring person. << 



--- 

>> online appointment booking easier access for wheelchairs and disabled parking 

open later or early << 

--- 

>> Opening hours should be reviewed to allow working patients a chance to see their 

GP/nurse without having to take half a day off work. << 

--- 

>> Overall I think it is well run and organised. Looking forward to trying on line 

booking. << 

--- 

>> Overall the staff work wonders but it seems they are always rushed off their feet 

<< 

--- 

>> Please can water/drinks be available for waiting patients. << 

--- 

>> Please ensure the practice is open 6 days a week << 

--- 

>> Prevention is better than cure! Maybe introduce a yearly check up for patients to 

catch things before they happen. << 

--- 

>> Sometimes the organisation doesn't seem to be quite sorted - for example when 

my child recently had a pre-school MMR booster jab booked, I arrived and after 

waiting 10 mins went in to the room to discover that the healthcare assistant had run 

out of the jab. It would have been helpful to know that before sitting and waiting - I 

could have rebooked the appointment as soon as I arrived rather than having to wait 

around before rebooking for another day. << 

--- 

>> Staff are always helpful, We have no complaints, We shall be sorry to leave this 

practice. The staff are always polite and friendly. << 

--- 

>> Thank you for the good service you provide << 

--- 

>> The doctors are always helpful and competent << 

--- 

>> the Drs here are always excellent << 

--- 

>> the main difficulty is getting appointments at a convenient time in the near future 

(i.e this week) I have no complaints about the quality of service provided. << 

--- 

>> The practise used to be well run and appointments were available to suit with 

helpful staff. Lately the service has not been as good as it was. I was told last year I 

could not have a pneumonia jab as it was too late in the year when I rang to book 

one. I was told by the nurse today that they are available all year. I am a west End 

patient and on several occasions have had to go to Chobham when I need to see the 

nurse. I cannot understand why a West End patient cannot be seen in West End. The 

reception staff should have the decency to ask you if you mind if someone who has 

not booked an appointment queue jumps, especially when like me, I had waited 

almost 3 weeks for my appointment and someone queue jumped, seen immediately 

with no appointment. It is very annoying, especially when you have been waiting 

sometime to be seen and then have to wait even longer. << 

--- 

>> The Web site is one of the least user friendly I have come across , and I work in 

IT. << 

--- 

>> The welcome and service you get from all staff is second to none. << 

--- 

>> To be able to book appointments online << 

--- 
>> trying to get an appointment is too difficult. too many notices that give "no" 

messages to patients - just look at the posters etc around the surgery waiting areas 



<< 

--- 

>> Very difficult to get through on the telephone first thing in the morning. << 

--- 

>> Very Happy << 

--- 

>> West End has a very good practice Please keep up this good set up. << 

--- 

>> When talking to the receptionists they are friendly and professional and although 

today will be the second time I have seen my Doctor I feel that if I ever do have a 

problem I would rather come to see him than others. << 

--- 

>> Would be better if could see own doctor. My family consists of 4 people and only 

seen own doctor once or twice this year. However all doctors are good here but 

always having to explain history problems. << 

--- 

 


